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Abstract

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Ayurveda the ancient science well known for its potential therapeutic effects with unique
metallic, herbal juices/fruits in the treatment of chronic ailments. A well- known ayurvedic
potent preparation, Bhasma is also known as ash which is a metallic base prepared by
sophisticated pharmaceutical processes also plays a major role in acute, sub-acute, and
chronic diseases. In order to determine its quality and purity to make sure the acceptability,
the safety of the formulation standardization is very necessary. In this short review, an
attempt has been made to present ancient methods to standardize physical characterstics
like Verna, Nisvadutam, Nishchandratvam, Varitara, Unama, Rekhapurmatvam,
Slakshmatvam..etc.,and chemical characterstics of bhasmas like Apurnabhavta, Niruttha,
Amla Pariksha with advanced methods like SEM, TEM, and NPST, along with other natural
and ancient analytical techniques.
Keywords: Bhasmas, Standardization, Analytical methods, SEM, TEM.
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Introduction:
Ayurveda the science trusted for its longevity1 and
established through thousands of years, since the medicinal
plants were primarily used for the preparation of remedial
agents by Charaka and Sushruta and first introduced for the
use of metallic minerals like - Swarna, Rajat, Tamra, Abhrak,
and Makshika, Rasa as medicinal agents by alchemist
Nagarjuna at 8 century2. It is a science of life or a way of
living with the rhythm of nature i.e. connecting the physical,
mental, and spiritual connectivity of the human body3. it
deals with metals/ non- metals/ herbomineral preparations
called as bhasmas4.Bhasmas are also defined as drugs based
on metal and metal oxides5 6. According to Ayurvedic
metallurgy, Bhasmas are unique Ayurvedic metallic
preparations1. Bhasmas(ash) are the products obtained after
incineration7 of herbals and minerals collectively by the
process known as bhasmikarana the process that converts
the metals into special chemical compounds with medicinal
advantages8 9. Bhasmas are biologically produced metallic
nanoparticles obtained by calcination into ash and are taken
along with milk, butter, honey, ghee, etc10 They will be
available as nanoparticles and are taken along with milk,
butter, honey or ghee; thus making the metals easily
assimilable, eliminating their harmful effects and enhancing
their biocompatibility11 Nanomaterials and structures
possess very unique features like small size when compared
with larger bulk materials, allowing as suitable candidates
ISSN: 2250-1177
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for novel applications12. Nanotechnology has been focused to
achieve molecular level 13interaction at targeted sites with
enhancing character to enhance the permeation of active
molecule14. Bioenhancer is a substance which in combination
with a drug or nutrient provides more availability of the drug
thereby reducing the amount of active molecule that is
required15 16. They were used as a part of the traditional
system of Ayurveda15, an Indian medical system that is still
in use in India and elsewhere17
18.

Modern-day enhancers are synthetic in nature, and
generally enhance the bioavailability by interference with
the metabolism of drugs14 The immunomodulation and
ability to target drugs to the site are characteristics of
properly prepared organo metallic preparations. Properly
prepared bhasma is nontoxic, easily absorbable, adaptable,
and digestible in the body19. The methods of bhasma
preparation vary so much for each metal such that bhasma
with different colors are produced20.In many cases, the
wrong manufacturing and marketing process may lead to the
production of inferior-quality products, which reduces the
efficacy of products as well as safety parameters. To reduce
the variability and to increase the quality of Ayurvedic
products, standardization contributes to major way21.
Standard is the numerical value that quantifies the
parameters and thus denotes the quality and purity of
material22. These bhasmas are generally prescribed with the
several other medicines of Ayurveda23 24. In many disorders
CODEN (USA): JDDTAO
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like Kshaya (~Tuberculosis), memory renovators, cures all
diseases, suicidal tendencies, increases blood circulation in
the brain, osteoporosis, syphilis, sprue, anaemia. Its
therapeutic properties like analgesic anticataleptic, antianxiety and antidepressant, antioxidant, augmenting effect.
Recent studies of gold nanoparticles observed its
antiangiogenic properties anti-cancer property25. The
ancient application of nanomedicine in the form of ayurvedic
bhasma throws light on the safer usage of present
nanomedicine for living beings and environment23 26. The
present study deals with the preparation and step in the
synthesis of bhasma was carried out by the traditional
method of heating as well as using electric muffle furnace.
The finally synthesized bhasma was then compared with the
marketed sample27.

Nanomedicine and Bhasmas:
Bhasmas are said to be biological nanoparticles due to their
small particle size less than 100 nm having a very large
surface to volume ratio leading to different, novel properties.
. Rasashastra advocates some peculiar properties of Bhasma
like readily absorbable, adaptable, and assimilable in the
body and non-toxic and by this basis may prove to be very
effective in medicinal purpose28.
Nanoparticles not only increased the surface area but the
nanosize also helped the drugs to reach the target site in the
desired time even in smaller doses and the end results were
remarkable. They become more palatable with longer shelf
2

life. Preparation of nanoparticles is presented in Fig 1

Figure 1: Preparation of Nano particles
Ayurvedic concept of Mardana (trituration) and Bhavana
(levigation) to reduce particle size is an ultimate result of
these processes of nanostructure Formation by Mechanical
Activation Bhasma are nearer to nanocrystalline materials.
Nanocrystalline material formation during milling and
mechanical alloying was the first suggested29.
21

Bhasmas Classification :

either with an iron rod or stick made from a specific plant
(like neem) to enhance the therapeutic effect by
phytoconstituents of plant stick.
remove the excess amounts of agents and water-soluble
constituents used in previous stages which may
adversely affect the final product quality.

21

Preparation of Bhasma :

5. Galan: Galan (Filtering) through a fine cloth or through
sieves of suitable mesh the product is then sifted to
separate residual material of larger size.

Bhasmikaran the process of making bio incompatible to
biocompatible products. The objectives of samskara are:

6. Puttan: Puttan (Heating or ignition). The key step in

To eliminate harmful matters.
To modification of undesirable physical properties.
To convert undesired characteristics to desired.
To enhance the therapeutic action of drugs.

Steps of Bhasmikaran

1. Shodhan: Shodhan (Purification) means purifying by
removing the unwanted parts from raw materials and
making the product suitable for further process.

Ayurveda classifies shodhan process as:

a. General: The sheets of metals are heated till red hot
and are successively dipped into liquids like oil,
buttermilk, cow’s urine, etc. for seven times.

b. Specific: For some metals like Jasad, the molten mass is
poured in cow’s milk 21 times.

2. Maran: Maran (Powdering) a change is brought about in
ISSN: 2250-1177

3. Chalan: Chalan (Stirring) is carried out during heating

4. Dhavan: Dhavan (Washing) water washes are given to

1. Metal-based Bhasma
2. Mineral-based Bhasma
3. Herbal Bhasma

1.
2.
3.
4.

the chemical form or state of the metal in presence of a)
mercury b) plants and c) sulphur to lose its metallic and
physical character as form suitable for administration.

[184]

bhasmas manufacturing a special earthen pot, Sharav is
used for the process. It has two parts of soccer shape,
used for direct heating of the material. Uniform and
faster heating is possible due to its shallowness and the
other part is used as a lid for placing it in an inverted
position.

Jarana (polling) is performed For metals having a low
melting point (lead, tin, and zinc), between Shodhana and
Bhavana procedure, where metals are melted and mixed
with some plant drugs powders and are rubbed by an iron
ladle with the inner surface of pot resulting complete powder
form2.

Cycles of Inceneration

29

Incineration was done in Bhavana and incineration. Bhasmas
were triturated with a decoction of Vasa for three hours until
the liquid gets completely absorbed. With the help of some
CODEN (USA): JDDTAO
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round-shaped facilitates the pellets in round shapes were
prepared.
The overview of the preparation of bhasmas are presented in
Fig 2 30

chronic toxicity study) and histopathological studies of
Bhasma are included here. Some laboratory studies like
antimicrobial, antifungal study also carried out for ensuring
the quality and therapeutic efficacy of bhasmas.

Bhasmas in Therapeutics:
1. Nutritional anemia in nonpregnant adolescent girls can
be improved by a daily dose of Sootshekhar Rasa (250
mg) plus Sitopaladi Churna (400 mg) 33.

2. Kukkutanda twak bhasma on clinical study reveals

statistically significant improvement in Swetapradara, an
important gynecological disorder 34.

3. 'Swarna Bhasma' has shown some response in the

treatment of solid tumor35, and some herbominerals
preparations were effective towards leukemia 36 37and
antioxidant/restorative effects against global and focal
models of ischemia (stroke).

Figure 2: Preparation of Bhasmas
31

Bhasmas as Multi-elemental Cocktail :
Bhasmas based on calcium, iron, zinc, mercury, silver,
arsenic, copper, tin, and gemstones is analyzed for elements
including C, H, N, and S contents. In addition to the major
constituent element found at % level, several other essential
elements (Na, K, Ca, Mg, V, Mn, Fe, Cu, and Zn) have also
been found in µg/g amounts and ultra-trace (ng/g) amounts
of Au and Co.

4. Nāga bhasma (calx of lead) being a potent metallic

formulation is indicated for Prameha (diabetes)
treatment38 and with 44 formulations of Naga Bhasma
were developed, and herbs along animal-based products
enhanced, to prevent diabetic complications, and reduce
side effects39.

5. Randomized controlled study of iron deficiency anemia
patients shown effective results with Kasısa Bhasma
treatment40.

21

Bhasmas Importance :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bhasma is potent in small doses.
Provides easily absorbed and usable calcium
Maintains optimum alkalinity for optimum health
Cleanse the kidneys, intestines, and liver
Maintains healthier teeth and stronger bones
Alleviate depression and insomnia.

6. Many metallic preparations had antibacterial activity. For

example, Rajata (Ag) Bhasma nanoparticles could
suppress Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Enterococcus faecalis41.

7. Yashada

Bhasma
(Zinc
calx)
could
inhibit
Propionibacterium acne and suppresses acne induced
infammation42.

32

Pharmacological evaluation :
For pharmacological evaluation, the samples are tested for
specific pharmacological activity using animal models.
Animals are selected and treated according to GLP
guidelines. By inducing some Specific pathological conditions
are produced. Specific activity studies like hepatoprotective,
antihyperlipidemic study, and toxicological (acute and

8. Tamra (Cu) Bhasma is effective in inhibiting the growth

of gram-negative (P. aeruginosa, K. pneumoniae) and
gram-positive (S. aureus) bacteria43.

Uses of some of the marketed products are presented in Fig
2

3.

Figure 3: Marketed products and their uses.
ISSN: 2250-1177
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Toxicity Issues of Bhasmas

Standardization

In spite of presence of toxic metal components either in trace
amounts Ayurveda is widely used in India44. Inferior quality
and lack of authentication along with non-availability of
standards in raw materials manufacturers of Ayurvedic
medicines now facing more number of problems.
Intentionally or unintentionally Use of an inferior grade of
raw material, adulteration, leads to the production of inferior
quality products including deviations in standard
manufacturing practice. Because of the widespread use of
Ayurvedic medicines, it has become necessary to lay down
stringent parameters to ensure batch to batch consistency
and reproducibility45.

A measurement for ensuring the quality to describe all
measures, during the manufacturing process and leading to a
reproducible quality. In herbals, it places a major role from
birth to clinical applications of a plant. Adjusting the herbal
drug preparation constituent or a group of substances with
therapeutic activity with the excipients being added either in
combined or mixed forms. As there are many factors
influencing bioefficacy in addition to reproducible
therapeutic result standardization is not an easy task. Care
should be taken right from beginning to end of the process to
obtain a desired quality of the herbal formulation required46
47. The methods under standardization are represented in
the flow chart 121

Standardization
Advanced methods

Ancient methods
Chemical characteristics

Physical characteristics

Analytical Methods

Physico chemical Methods

1.AAS
2.XRD
1. Verna
2. Nisvadutam
3.Nishchandratvam
4.Varitara 5.Unama
6.Rekhapurmatvam
7.Slakshmatvam
8.Sukshmatva
9.Anjana Saannibha
10.Avani

1.Apurnabhav
ta

3.SEM

2.Niruttha

5.FTIR

4.TEM

3. Amla
Pariksha

6.TGA
7.NPST

2.LOD
3.Microbial
Evaluation.

it in addition to the purity of a crude drug

21

Need of Standardization :
Bhasma cannot be considered scientifically valid if the drug
tested has not been authenticated, characterized and
standardized 48systematic characterization of the samples,
utilizing complementary analytical techniques studies were
done on nanoparticles for its quality and efficacy which
resulted eventually in the structural, morphological,
chemical and elemental characterization of the sample.
Prediction of the possible model of gold and iron bhasmas
and its structure that of a core-shell nanostructure as
possible2.
21

Methods of Standardization :

II. Ash contains inorganic radicals like magnesium,
potassium, carbonates, silicates of sodium, phosphates,
carbonates, etc. Quantitative determination of the
radicals present as ash and their values helps in the
standardization of particular crude drugs.

III. To determine foreign inorganic impurity matter present.
At temperature 450°C or above Carbon and organic matter is
converted to ash which is present in the drug. It mostly
contains silica, silicates, phosphates, and carbonates. Total
ash value can be used to study water-soluble and acidinsoluble ash.
Acid Insoluble Ash: Process of removing many inorganic
salts where mainly silica is obtained in the residue by
treating with dil. Hydrochloric acid (HCl)

Advanced methods of analysis:
Physicochemical Methods for Analysis of Bhasma21:

1. Ash Value
To determine the quality and to establish the identity of

ISSN: 2250-1177

iii. Water
Soluble Ash
iv. Sulphated
Ash

11.Particle size

I.

1.Ash Values
i.Total Ash
ii. Acid
Insoluble Ash

[186]

Water Soluble Ash: separating the water-soluble material
by drying to yield water-soluble ash. Many water-soluble
salts contributing to total ash content are removed.
CODEN (USA): JDDTAO
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Sulfated Ash: This process includes converting of all oxides
and carbonates to sulfates by subjecting crude drug to
incineration at a temperature of about 600˚C with dil.
Sulphuric acid before ignition.

2. Loss on Drying:
Measurement of the amount of water content and other
volatile material in the sample by drying or heating. The
process includes weighing of crude drug about 2 gm in
nickel or silica crucible or in dry heat oven at 110°C till
the constant weight is obtained. The difference in the
weight before and after drying or heating gives the loss
on drying.

3. Microbial Evaluation:
The microbial evaluation includes the determination of
values of the total viable aerobic count, total
Enterobacteriaceae, and total fungal count, test for specific
pathogen: E. coli, Salmonella app., S. aureus, and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa49.

Characteristics of Bhasma
A. Physical Characteristics (preliminary tests):

i. Verna: A specific color is mentioned for each bhasma50.
Like red or pale and white colors. Which is based on
parent material4. Improper preparation of bhasma can
be tested by testing the adulterations.

ii. Nisvadutam: By placing a pinch of bhasma except for

some metallic preparations on the tongue and tasting
that whether the taste is to be tasteless is performed
here. The bhasmas prepared by Proper incineration
should be of particular taste22. Transformation to
compounds of specific taste from metallic taste is
indicated47.

iii. Nishchandratvam: Prior to therapeutic application

bhasmas should be lusterless. Luster is the character that
is lost by metal after proper incineration. To conduct this
test Bhasma is seen under bright sunlight by taking it in
a petri dish, to see whether the luster is present or not;
Further incineration is needed if the luster is present21.

iv. Varitara: Lightness and fineness should be the

characteristic of bhasma. Based on the law of surface
tension this test is performed by sprinkling the small
amount of bhasmas over the stagnant cold water in a
beaker. Light and fine bhasmas which are prepared by
proper incineration will flow on water21.

v. Unama Test: Test is performed by placing a grain on the

floated layer of bhasma. Bhasma is considered as
excellent when it floats but not when it sinks. It is a
further test performed in the continuation of varitara
test49.

vi. Rekhapurnatvam: For easy absorbing and assimilation
in the body the bashmas should be of smaller size. Here,
bhasma is rubbed by spreading it in between the index
finger and thumb and it should be so fine so that it gets
easily into the cervices and lines of the fingers and
should not get washed out from the finger lines21.

vii. Slakshnatvam: Tactile sensation produced by bhasma
when we touch with fingertips is tested. Without
producing any irritation to the mucous membrane of GIT
Tactile sensation can be properly absorbed and
assimilated into the body21.

Sukshmatva: Precision with varitara and
rekhapurnatvam, fineness of bhasma preparation is
known as Sukshmatva. Bhasma must be fine so that it
will be absorbed properly in the body21.

viii.

ix. Anjana Sannibha: Anjana (collyrium) is the smoothness
character of bhamsas when applied. Properly incinerated
bhasma should be smooth without producing any
irritation to the mucous membrane of the GIT21.

x. Avami: After administration bhasmas should not
produce any nausea or vomiting sensation21.

xi. Particle Size: Bhasma which is properly incinerated
should be in churna (powder) form. Size of bhasma
particles should be like pollen grains of Pandanus
odoratissimus flower (ketaki rajah)21.

The various techniques and their observations are presented
51

in Table 1 and various stages of vanga bhasma are shown
27

in Fig 4

Techniques

Observations

Rekhapurnatvam

To observe whether the bhasma has washed out from the cleavages after it enters the fingers.

Varitaratavam

To observe whether the particles of bhasmas are floating in the sureface of the water or not

Avami

whether bhasmas are producing any vomiting or nausea

Nischandratva

To observe whether the luster is present to the bhasmas or not

Amla pariksha

To observe whether the change of colour of curd or lemon when they were added

ISSN: 2250-1177
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Figure 4: Vanga Bhasma images (a) after Melting (b) after Samanya Shodhan (c) after vishesh shodhan (d) after Jaran process
(e) after bhavan (f) final product.

B. Chemical Characteristics22:

f. Normal physiological and antioxidant parameters of
bhamas and their effects.

i. Apurnabhavta:
Incapability to retain its original metallic form. Equal
quantity of mitrapanchaka the seeds of ( Abrus precatorius,
ghee, jaggery, borax, and honey) are sealed in sarava
samputa, heated with a similar grade of heat and allowed for
self-cooling after self-cooling particular products are
observed with Lustrous showing the presence of free metal
which are inactive after incineration.

h. Study of therapeutic responses of bhasmas at the cellular
and molecular level to recommended diseases.

i.

The role of bhasmas in body immunomodulation and
physiology of gastrointestinal tract (GI) (site of
jataragani) and as drug carriers.

j.

The limits of heavy metals like lead(Pb) about 10.0ppm,
cadmium(Cd) 0.30ppm, mercury(Hg) 1.00ppm,
arsenic(As) 10.0ppm are permissible.

ii. Niruttha:
Test of inability to regain metallic form from metallic
bhasma. In this test bhasma by fixing a weight of silver leaf in
sarava samputa and heating with a similar grade of heat after
allowing to self-cooling the weight of silver is taken and
improper incinerated bhasma indicates the increase in silver
weight.

iii. Amla pariksha:
A little amount of curd in Petri dish and some amount of
lemon juice in a test tube and mixed with a pinch of bhasma
and seen for color change. No color change indicates the
well- prepared bhasmas.
Imperative need for a scientific approach in
standardization and characterization is needed and it

25

Detection of Nanoparticles in Bhasma :
Various methodologies are used to test NPs like
environmental electron microscopy, Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDAX),
inductively coupled plasma (ICP), atomic absorption
spectroscopy (AAS), gel electrophoresis (GE), enzyme
expression, etc.
Nano Particles testing in Bhasmas involves the following
25

steps :

i)

To estimate the presence of NPs in the test sample;

ii)

To identify whether the chemical composition is
homogeneous;

52

includes the following steps :

a. Elemental analysis with physical standardization of raw

iii) To know the nature of NPs whether they are in

b. Oxidation state and their association with acidic radicals

iv) To know the defects in the sample; and

crystalline or amorphous;

material and finished products.

of metals in the finished product.

v)

c. Prominent metallic component along with

pharmacokinetics of bhasma using metallic extraction
from tissues or tracer techniques.

d. Study of metallic accumulation in different organs and
tissues.

e. Acute and chronic toxicity study with heat shock protein
expression.

ISSN: 2250-1177
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To check the bioactivity of the sample.

Modern Advanced Analytical Methods for
21

Analysis of Bhasma :
a. Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry:
In this technique quantitative analysis of elements
especially metals is done and the process includes
subjection of sample to the flame using a nebulizer, light
is emitted at a specific wavelength when any inorganic
CODEN (USA): JDDTAO
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matter present in the sample gets excited by the flame
and is directly proportional to their concentration53.

b. X-ray Diffraction:
XRD is a technique through which the spatial arrangement of
structural units of a substance in its crystalline state is
known by applying Braggs law. By applying Bragg’s law and
with the help of wavelength the distance between the set of
atomic planes is determined and in the form of the
heterogeneous solid mixture and crystallographic structures,
the results are obtained54.
The XRD Pictorial presentation of Muktha bhasma is
28

presented in Fig 5

Figure 7: SEM of Rajatha bhasma at Mag 5 kx

Figure 5: XRD of Muktha Bhasma

c. Scanning Electron Microscopy:
SEM is a technique where a focussed scanned electron
microbeam is used to produce images of the sample, at both
bottom and top with necessary cross-sections and sample
preparations. The topographic nature of the specimen is
emphasized and with this high magnification microscope,
surface morphology is examined21. The pictorial
presentation of SEM of Rajatha bhasma at various
55

magnifications are presented in Fig 6

55

and Fig 7

Figure 8 SEM of Vanga bhasma

and

27

vanga bhasma at Fig 8

Figure 6: SEM of Rajatha bhasma at Mag 10 kx
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d. Transmission Electron Microscopy:

b. TEM imag e after maran with electric muffle furnace

In this microscopic technique, an image is formed when a
beam of electrons is transmitted through an ultra-thin
specimen and gets interacted with the electrons transmitted
through the specimen. The imaging device magnifies and
focuses on the image. The magnifying device contains layers
such as fluorescent screen, on a layer of photographic film56.

c. TEM image of commercial Vanga Bhasma

27

The TEM images of vanga bhasma are presented in Fig 9

a. TEM image after maran with the traditional method of
heating

e. Fourier Transform Infrared:
FTIR technique is based on the simple fact that the molecules
in the chemical substance get vibrated and give rise to closepacked absorption bands known as IR absorption spectrum
which gets extended over a wavelength range and various
bands in the IR Spectrum will get corresponded to the
functional groups of the chemical structure of our specimen
or sample57. It is also used to establish the unknown
structure of a compound and functional group analysis58.

28

The FTIR image of Muktha bhasma is presented in Fig 10 .

f. Thermo Gravimetric Analysis:
TGA Technique records the change in the weight of the
substance when the substance is allowed for the heated or
cooled environment at a controlled rate and recorded as the
function of time or temperature. Plotting a graph between
the changes in weight versus temperature of time are
represented in the results. It is used in the testing of purity of
samples and referred to as TGA curve57.

intervals is known as phased spot test. For Quality
assessment of bhasmas as per their standards, this article is
helpful60.
NPST of Muktha Bhasma is mentioned in the following Fig
28

12 .

The TGA of Rajatha bhasma is presented in the following Fig
59

11 .

e. Nimburi Phased Spot Test:
This test includes the appearance of a spot from a clear
solution of a substance is placed on any of the chemically
reacting papers like potassium ferrocyanide paper and by
the study of this spot with the series of the pattern at three
successive phases spreading over with three different

NPST at 1stPhase

NPST at 2ndPhase

NPST at 3rd Phase

These studies will provide knowledge regarding their mechanism of action and for the safety behind the use of bhasmas.
ISSN: 2250-1177
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Conclusion :
Ayurveda constituting Herbo-mineral formulations of
bhasma as ingredients are as superior to yesterday, in view
of increasing demand for the use of bhasma, standardization
of their raw material, preparation process, and the end
product is need to be done. In spite of being as complex
materials, both ancient and advanced methods for
standardization of bhasmas will assure in building
confidence in the use of such products for medicinal
purposes by ensuring safety, efficacy, and batch to batch
uniformity of the product. Additional requirements are
needed to develop characterization and standardization of
bhasmas by comparing them with nano preparations of
powdered dosage forms to emphasis and enhance the usage
of bhasmas. In this review, the attempt has been made to
enhance the bhasmas importance step forward.
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